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Abstract
This paper provides a discussion, and some technical information, about the Qwyit™ Random
Rearrangement property; and its application and importance in the QwyitCipher™ OTP delivery.
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Qwyit™ is an authentication and data encryption algorithm/protocol; see the current version of the Qwyit
Protocol Reference document, available from Qwyit LLC; go to www.qwyit.com.
Introduction
All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed.
Third, it is accepted as being self-evident. - Arthur Schopenhauer

The Qwyit™ authentication and encryption algorithm/protocol is snake oil.
Yes…they said so on Reddit:
https://www.reddit.com/r/crypto/comments/auc3wv/cto_of_qwyit_is_full_of_misinformation_about/
“Do Not Use”. Oh dear…
The purpose of this document is to clarify one aspect of Qwyit identified in that unfortunate
‘misinformation’ tirade that is possibly unclear: Qwyit provides an endless key that meets the uniquely
unending, continuously random, never reused property requirements of a One Time Pad (OTP)
encryption ‘pad’ (key) – and then our cipher is a true, unsolvable, unbreakable OTP implementation.
The rest of the drivel there is simply Stage One: ridicule.
[NOTE: As to anything mentioned, our documents are completely transparent, written as engineering
papers focusing on implementation (not cryptographic descriptions (which we have)), and all the
feigned melodrama should be completely ignored by simply opening up our website, and reading the
NIST-accepted published papers from the 2015 Light-Crypto workshop. Any honest critique would
include some proper, simple research – and include requests to us for any clarification (where we’ll
provide paid, independent reviews from industry experts as references).]
[NOTE: As to the reason for the Reddit tirade, I published a small PR piece about the crypto industry’s
complete disregard for the OTP. But there have been companies using/focusing on the OTP – one of
the most prominent was Mils Electronic. Besides providing OTP products, they published very detailed
proofs of the OTP unbreakable properties. The reason these companies couldn’t compete with the
Crypto Industry Status Quo, was…that Reddit tirade! It seems the industry has completely dismissed
solving the task of creating and distributing proper OTP-required unique, random keys. All of these
companies fell victim to the seeming incongruity between sharing keys that must be secret to protect
data while both have the exact same length – distributing something that appears identical to the
distributed result looks like the same problem twice. Of course, solving this is exactly what engineering
is for….]
Let’s address the fundamental ‘concern’ of Qwyit’s endless key provision that realizes unbreakable
OTP encryption:
The Exact OTP Key Requirements
A provably secure (unbreakable) OTP cipher implementation requires keys that are:
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Trustworthily shared and unique (never reused)
Truly random
As long as the message (as long as all messages using that key)

Therefore, for every nbits of plaintext, any paired OTP cipher participants need nbits of new key
material. While this seems impractical, the obvious thinking is to provide a small, less-than-nbits key
that can be ‘stretched’ into nbits while maintaining both the uniqueness and randomness requirements.
This seems impossible (because no one’s thought of how to do it properly) – and because that’s exactly
what Qwyit does (and we can’t be the first ones to do it correctly, right?!) – the ‘group’ on Reddit deems
it snake oil (the tsunami of The Status Quo). They think that whatever it is Qwyit does, all you have to
do is brute force the small key (called a Session Start Key (SSK), 512-bits in two equal parts, the SQK
and SEK), and you’re done: all those OTP messages are easily broken.
Indeed, if Qwyit presented a ‘stretching’ method that didn’t maintain uniqueness and randomness, we’d
deserve all the contempt. Fortunately, we’ve made a simple, provable addition to the science, and have
‘done the impossible’:


Every Qwyit participant pre-shares just 512-bits of unique, random key material with their
intended recipient, and every message they’ll ever send will be keyed with a unique, random key
that is exactly as long as their messages – OTP provably secured, forever
o We’ve made another addition to the science, and that is the ability to perform that new
Start key update w/o communication between the participants. This has been explained
in our other papers, yet again in Appendix B

The method meets the OTP unique, random, endless properties. And while we don’t appreciate the
Reddit mindset, we completely understand it; because it means we did something that requires a
fundamental acceptance of a new randomness property, which we call Random Rearrangement:
A linear equation that does nothing more than rearrange one of its random value inputs based on itself
provides a random result; e.g., randomness is maintained in simply rearranging a random value using
itself as the input as to how the rearrangement is performed. This rearrangement can be done
continually, forever without losing entropy in any result.
Qwyit is a system of dependent, consistent linear underdetermined equations. Using any-length
random input values in the system maintains its dependent property (unlimited solutions), while the
participants know which of the unlimited is the consistent proper solution.

The Qwyit Random Rearrangement (RR) Method
We’ve attached the QwyitCipher™ process (again) in Appendix A. In short, the method is:
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Generate random salt Open Return (OR) – a public value

1. EK MOD16 OR = R
2. QK COMBINE R [NextR] = A (Selection from R/NextR, based on QK values, then MOD16 of those two values)
3. QK EXTRACT A = W (Selection from A, based on the values in QK, then those digits are W)
4. Plaintext (PT) or Ciphertext (CT) MOD16 (or XOR) W = Ciphertext (CT) or Plaintext (PT)
5. W MOD16 R = NextR

To create a single Child Key (W) for operation on a unique n-bit Plaintext/Ciphertext there are:
 FOUR (4) equations
o MOD16, Combine (Mod16), Extract (pointer selection), and XOR (or MOD16)
 SIX (6) unknowns
o EK, R, QK, A, W, PT
o The only known is OR
[Should the Extract (and then A) be included? If not, it’s Three (3) equations, Five (5) unknowns]
For each next-Child Key, for operation on the next unique n-bit PT/CT, there are:
 FOUR (4) equations
o MOD16, Combine (Mod16), Extract (pointer selection), and XOR (or MOD16)
 SEVEN (7) unknowns
o W, R, NextR, QK, A, NextW, PT
[Again, the Extract (and then A)? If not, it’s Three (3) equations, Six (6) unknowns]
Even a broken W resulting in a Known Plaintext attack for part of the message, doesn’t provide any
knowledge on going forward (as the system looks identical as it did at the start: 4 equations, 6 unknowns
(now including the next PT – and 3/5 if no Extract)). Nor does it help in going backward, as one only
has knowledge of two of the unknowns (W and PT), but only one equation is solved (the XOR).
Retracing to the three equations that led to the XOR, one is left with 4 unknowns (R, NextR or EK
[depending on whether it’s the first W-length n-bits or any succeeding n-bits], QK, and A) and 3
equations (MOD16, Combine and Extract) [Or 3 unknowns/2 equations if no Extract]. QwyitCipher™ is
unsolvable in either direction – even with broken Message Keys for parts of any message.

Does the QwyitCipher RR Method maintain the OTP Key Properties?
The first aspect to consider is that our method is not ‘key stretching’. Whatever that definition is, there
are multiple possible solutions to the next W, such that each key is mathematically NEW; it is not
stretched. And new means it is unique (and again, as mentioned, it doesn’t leak any other value even
when known.)
The second aspect is that this process is unique forever. There’s no repetition in any resulting W no
matter how many times it is rearranged by the unique R. This means it is endless – capable of being
used continuously without degradation or loss of entropy. This endless aspect is pertinent to the OTP
length requirement; and is accomplished as a part of the unique aspects/properties of Modular
arithmetic and the underdetermined system.
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The last aspect is that our key mixing maintains random. This is evident within the definition of random
itself: Of or characterizing a process of selection in which each item of a set has an equal probability of
being chosen. If EK, QK and OR are truly random, each and every W will be as well.
Finally, while a Brute Force attack of all possible 512-bits will indeed provide the correct decryption of
the messages formed w/those bits…you won’t know when you’ve found them:
 There will be multiple possible message interpretations using the same 512-bits
 There will be multiple possible 512-bits that deliver the same multiple message interpretations
There are two additional system features that make BF attacks useless/difficult:
 One must capture and store all the messages from both participants (forever if an impossibleto-determine communication-less Start Key update, or the entire set between known static
updates) [this is a security feature relevant to the system of messages, not a single key stream
of messages]
 It’s difficult/impossible to tell if/when the 512-bits has been updated
o With either update mode (static, pseudo-random), when the bits change, the attack ends
unsuccessfully; beginning a new BF attack is therefore useless (rendering starting the
attack useless)
 The new 512-bits is either sent securely using the original distribution channel
(Static update, with a known end to the message chain); or the new 512-bits is
created by the same dependent, consistent linear underdetermined equations
where there is no communication [For every 512-bit original composition, there is
then an endless stream of computational probabilities to chain from the original
message for each new 512-bits]
Bottom line: If we’re wrong, just show us
I am constantly asked to review new security companies – by just about anyone who knows that I’m “in
security”. And I happily take a look, always responding in as professional and complete a manner as
possible. If I find something that I should note, such as the fact that their technology doesn’t have any
actual new security (whether cryptographic or not), I let them know. The way I do this, is by taking the
time to read their website, download any pertinent documents, read them, contemplate whether I’ve
got my biases in check, and articulate how it is they are failing and/or different (and whether this makes
a true customer difference).
I don’t think it’s asking too much for others to do the same for Qwyit®. And while not trying to be
melodramatic, in the 20+ years that I’ve done this, there is a single-digit number of investigators who’ve
actually understood what it is that we’re doing, how we’re doing it, and how that may/may not be ‘worth
it’ (cryptographically, business-wise, consumer-focus, etc.) Suffice it to say, none of the Reddit
commentary comes close to an actual review. (We do have several of these, by competent
cryptographers – all positive, hence our continued efforts!).
In order to facilitate a response, we’ll pose a few simple questions of any cryptographer here, and they
can save us all a lot of time and heartache by presenting straightforward answers that show,
mathematically, that Qwyit fails in its stated mission of providing a true OTP with a small key that
becomes endless, unique and random when operated on by our techniques.
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Challenge #1:
 Multiple different Start Keys (EK, QK) will deliver identical Ciphertext from the same Plaintext
and OR salt even through a chain of unique Message Keys – the ciphertexts are all unique
Challenge #2:
 Multiple different Start Keys (EK, QK) will deliver identical Ciphertext from different Plaintexts
and same OR salt even through a chain of unique Message Keys – the ciphertexts are all
identical
Appendix C provides additional material to consider in dealing with these OTP provably secure results.

Conclusion
QwyitCipher™ in its entirety is an endless series of dependent, consistent underdetermined equations:
a true OTP. It’s unbreakable, wonderfully fast and efficient, fully flexible in implementation. We realize
this sounds too good to be true – and we certainly forgive you if you mistakenly put us in the therefore
Do Not Use category. But…
It is what it says it is. Let’s get past the ridicule, the opposition – and rely on its true self-evidence.
Use it.
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Send


Generate random salt Open Return [OR 256-bits])
(This step does not require an ‘unbreakable’ or ‘secure’ (P)RNG process since the value is public; but it should
meet the base requirements for uniqueness and randomness)

1. Perform MOD16 using EK and OR, resulting in R [256-bits]
2. Perform COMBINE using QK and R, resulting in alphabet A [256-bits]
3. Perform EXRACT using QK and A, resulting in message key W [256-bits]
4. Perform MOD16 with W and up to 256-bits of the Plaintext (PT), resulting in Ciphertext (CT)
a. For performance, with key and PT identical lengths, this may be an XOR of W and PT resulting in CT
5. Perform MOD16 using W and R, resulting in the NextR [256-bits]


Perform 1 (using NextR as OR), 2, 3, 4 and 5 iteratively until the end of Plaintext (256-bits at a time),
concatenating total C (There is no need to pad the plaintext)


Optionally (continual/random/regular), update EK (and/or QK) in MOD16’s with last R or W
Any ‘update series’ (with flag values, error checking and confirmations) is system-specific.

6. Send OpenID, OR and C to Recipient
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Receive
1. Perform MOD16 using EK and OR, resulting in R [256-bits]
2. Perform COMBINE using QK and R, resulting in alphabet A [256-bits]
3. Perform EXRACT using QK and A, resulting in message key W [256-bits]
4. Perform MOD16D using 256-bits of Ciphertext (C) and W, resulting in Plaintext (P)

[or CT XOR W = PT]

5. Perform MOD16 using W and R, resulting in the NextR [256-bits]

Qwyit LLC



Perform 1 (using NextR as OR), 2, 3, 4 and 5 iteratively until the end of Ciphertext
(256-bits at a time), concatenating total P



Optionally (continual/random/regular), update EK (and/or QK) in MOD16’s with last R or W
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There are two (2) ways to get new Start Keys for the QwyitCipher™:
1. Static Update
a. Using an out-of-band channel, the participants will share new 512-bit upper level, Start
Keys at known intervals. This distribution is a public event, making the length of each
512-bit message chain known
2. Pseudo-Random Update
a. Using any number of digits from any number of locations (existing EK, QK, Last W,
another created but not used NextR, etc.), and based on their values as stated by either
the participant pair or the system owners, auto-update the Start Keys (EK, QK) using any
combination of Qwyit® primitives (PDAF, OWC, Combine/Extract, MOD16) – without
communication
For example:


Take the first 4 odd digits (1st,3rd,5th,7th) from the current EK (which is never used on the
encryption key creation side other than to randomly mix the OR) and MOD16 add them
together (1st + 3rd and 2nd + 4th).
i. At this interval, both participants (without communication between them) update
the keys using a PDAF(EK, QK) to twice the size of their total length (e.g., if the
EK and QK are 256-bits each, perform the PDAF to 1024-bits.)
ii. Then perform an OWC on this result, creating new EK, QK values
iii. Use the new values for the next interval

Other primitives may certainly be used and will maintain the underdetermined system; but the
PDAF/OWC combination is 100% guaranteed, is an unsolvable one-way gate between key
versions and is highly recommended.
[NOTE: Using this Qwyit® key update method works for other secret key cryptosystems as well.]
Here is further information on the endless ability of the PDAF – the above update can be performed
forever without loss of entropy or key ‘degradation’ of any kind (certainly well beyond the update need
in any real-world system):
[NOTE: It’s also entirely simple and possible to pre-share an additional small set of random data (for
example an extra 256-bits), that is used exclusively in either key update mode above to perform a
PDAF with that small secret key and any-length of the existing key (and what to use can certainly be
pseudo-randomly selected). This extra material would never be used in any W child/message key
creations, extending the underdetermined system, and placing another one-way gate from any
discovered messages or even stolen keys. This type of system flexibility is another example of the
tremendous potential of Qwyit®.]
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The above is a screen capture of a small program written to perform 1M PDAF Random Rearrangements (RR); starting with PRNG
random keys, and ending with random keys. 1M key updates in this manner (or double-length extension along with an OWC) provides a
truly one-way gate; and have a long-lasting system capability, limiting the number of times a Static new key delivery (VSU) is ‘required’.
All of the key changes when appended pass all statistical Random tests (Diehard, NIST Statistical Test Suite tested).
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Challenge: Demonstrate, show, and prove
 A PDAF is not a one-way gate – that one can find the starting keys in less space than brute force from a known result
o Be sure to familiarize yourself with the full capability of the PDAF function – starting offsets, pointing modes, cycle numbers,
skip values, etc.
o Be certain to include discovery of any reduction in strength in terms of the doubling+OWC option
 A key that passes random ‘qualification’ (however defined) is any less random after n PDAF RRs (for instance, if/when any update
cycle no longer passes some statistical test)
o And how such a ‘loss’ results in a system vulnerability (since the upper level keys never encrypt anything but other keys,
and the system is always underdetermined)
 Any other issues w/the PDAF (and in combination w/an OWC) for RR new, next use (maintaining the QwyitCipher™ OTP)
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NOTE: For all Challenges, in order to print ciphertext in this paper, all is twice the length of the XOR byte result, where 2 hex chars (each
representing the Hi/Low 4-bits of a single byte) combine to be each byte of ciphertext. Example: 6D represents the ASCII byte “m”.
QwyitCipher™ Challenge #1 – Identical unique CT, Same PT
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The above screen capture is from a small program written to encrypt the exact same PT (“I’m smarter than you”) and the same OR
(“7AACF9”). This shows that multiple different SSKs will deliver identical Ciphertext from the same Plaintext and OR salt even through a
chain of unique Message Keys (in the above, the 6-digit W’s are used in 4 re-configurations (using NextR) over the 20-digit PT) – and
that the ciphertexts are all unique. This is the same as not ever being sure what Pad encrypted ‘Attack at dawn’, as the PT is the same,
but the CT would be different.
You’ll notice I used small, 6-digit hex keys so that you can easily verify these results yourself – they were encrypted using the
QwyitCipher™ substituting a PDAF/OWC combination for the Combine/Extract (since the C/E function is more ‘complex’ in code when
the key length is shorter than the key base; and I simply didn’t want to write that, since the PDAF ‘goes around the edges’). You’ll also
notice that, because of the smaller-than-base length keys, some of the key pairs are almost identical (ex.: 11CC90/AB55A8 and
AACC92/AB55AA only having 1 digit different in each pair), and some are quite different. When the key-length is longer than the base,
the Qwyit primitives will deliver all possible results when the matrices are full (i.e., when all of the selection slots have values).
Challenge1: Demonstrate, show, and prove
 That although these are obvious, empirical examples of the underdetermined property of the QwyitCipher™ key processing, they
are somehow solvable such that you could determine which key pair was correct (not just valid).
 That somehow, using proper, current key lengths (256-bits at publication) will result in ‘easy’ determination of a valid key pair
o Some knowledgeable and motivated person may well want to present the combinatorial probabilities of the varying valid
key space – in relation to the starting space and in relation to the work required to find the first one
o Also determining a way to present how many NextR iterations any type/configuration of the starting SSKs any particular
valid set will contain/provide. The above small example has 11 key pairs appearing out of 100K random starting SSKs
(where there’s 1612 possible combinations) resulting through 4 iterations. How many would last more, how many less?
 IF you went to all of this work – one can only apply it to Known PT – see the next Challenge as to why
 And…what does Known PT and W get you in QwyitCipher™? (Nothing, we’re pretty sure…)
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QwyitCipher™ Challenge #2 – Identical same CT, Different PT

The above screen capture is from a small program written to encrypt two different PTs (“Paul” and “Saul”) using the same OR (“631F”)
and resulting in different SSKs creating the exact same CT (this is the “Attack at Dawn” vs “Attack at Dusk” classic OTP dilemma).
Multiple different SSKs will deliver identical Ciphertext from different Plaintexts using the same OR salt – and the ciphertext is all
identical. In case you’re wondering why there are the same key pairs listed multiple times (it says it found 10, but there’s really only 4),
it’s because the easiest way to test this is to fix one PT/CT/OR result, and scan the other for matches – and I just didn’t bother to put in
Qwyit LLC
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code to check the result against any I’d already found (too slow, going through both sides) I also left that in there to make a point: there
are 164 possible CTs for each PT – but there are 168 possible SSKs making them – and from the last challenge, these will result in
different CT for the same PT on each side. I only captured one CT from one side, testing against only 100K random tests dipping into
the 168 possibilities from the other side (of which there are only 164 unique results, but those are also duplicated). How many times does
this happen across all those combinations? Enough to be Unbreakable. The accurate combinatorial possibilities can be described.
Challenge2: Demonstrate, show, and prove
 That although these are obvious, empirical examples of the underdetermined property of the QwyitCipher™ key processing, they
are somehow solvable and why this is a problem
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It’s one thing for me having to defend myself and the Qwyit technology – this is expected, as Arthur’s
note at the beginning tells us. But it’s also my responsibility to inform on the current Status Quo
technology: because there’s plenty of Do Not Use about it. Such as:


All Public Key methods rely on a theoretical premise: the math is flawed, as it isn’t
complete. The P vs NP problem is unsolved, therefore, it may well be that all of their
methods have trivial security that can be solved instantaneously.
i. As an example of this, the N-th digit of Pi was thought to be unsolvable…for
millennia. Oops, then it was solved almost overnight. And indeed, there is a simple
formula to calculate the answer.
ii. There are 200+ countries in the world, all with secret forces that participate in
cybersecurity. One of them has almost assuredly solved all/some of the PK
problems. This is guaranteed; and even if not actually solved, simplified and/or
calculated with their extreme computational abilities.
Do Not Use


All PK authentication methods are so slow, they can’t be accomplished continuously
during digital communications.
i. Instead of warning the public that the constant barrage of cybercrime is almost
completely caused by a failure to mutually authenticate every single digital piece
of traffic on every digital network, the Crypto Standards bodies continue to release
specifications requiring these faulty methods – and even reduce the requirement
for timely authentication in favor of network performance. (See TLS V1.3, released
August 2019). This is criminal – when the public relies on experts who are so
biased they knowingly put everyone at risk.
ii. The actual cost – equipment, time, compliance – continues to skyrocket because
the industry refuses to acknowledge, or even to investigate, proper techniques;
those that work faster, take less room, are more flexible. The crypto community
guarantees you’ll pay more every year for technologies that have never worked.
Do Not Use


All biometric security applications are 100% fatally flawed: you can’t get another eye.
i. There are no digital applications where actual biometric information is used to
mechanically operate/open/use anything securely. All biometric information is
parsed and represented in some fashion. Therefore, it can (and is or will be) stolen,
replicated…made useless.
ii. You can’t get another eye…finger….biometric ‘thingy’. Once stolen, it’s gone. This
is a fatal flaw – and in any other industry, fatally flawed methods aren’t legally
allowed to be used.
Do Not Use


Qwyit LLC

Every single laundry product in the world has a money back guarantee if it doesn’t clean
your clothes. Yet there isn’t a single security product in the world that guarantees your
money back if any of your digital assets are broken.
i. Not ONE security company in the world puts its money behind their products
DO NOT USE ANY OF THEM
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Appendix E – The End Of The Line
The ‘Reddit Folks’ won’t read this; and if they do, they’ll dismiss it. They’ll stick with “Do Not Use”
definitively stated in any and every possible way, simply ignoring the foregoing.
All the while, another gazillion data records are stolen (up 126% in 2018)…$HundredMillions in
cryptocurrencies are taken…cybercrime as a daily, $Trillion dollar problem just keeps on happening:
Using the current ‘security’ stuff – it just doesn’t work. (In court, this is called “An Open and Shut
Case”)
I’m reminded of Howard Beale in Network – “I’m MAD AS HELL, and I’m not going to take this ANY
MORE!”
So it’s time to stop talking security. Time to quit trying to explain…to quit trying to battle (the Status
Quo is a monstrously tough adversary! 
Qwyit® works. We’ve proven it. We’ve prototyped it. We’ve done everything we can to try to get our
message across, get our products, ideas, science and cryptography taken seriously.
It’s now time to make real change in the world, and we need your help.
If you’re interested in providing truly innovative security products that actually, easily, successfully
work, come give us a hand. Check out our Qwyit® website, and see if there’s a way we can help you
help the world.
Let’s change the digital security landscape: Help us proliferate unbreakable cryptography…and kick
cybercrime to the curb!
Thanks,
Paul McGough, Inventor
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